In this paper we prove that both complete and vertical lifts of a Poisson vector field from a Poisson manifold (M, π) to its tangent bundle (T M, π T M ) are also Poisson. We use this fact to describe the infinitesimal deformations of Poisson tensor π T M . We study some of their properties and present a extensive set of examples in a low dimensional case.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present the extension and generalization of results obtained in the articles [8, 9] . We want to describe explicitly how to build some infinitesimal deformations of Poisson tensors generated by the algebroid structure of differential forms using complete and vertical lifts of Poisson vector fields.
The paper is organized as follow. In the Section 2 we recall such concepts, definitions and well known results from the Poisson geometry as the Poisson vector field, the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of vector fields, the biHamiltonian structure, the Poisson cohomology, the infinitesimal deformations of Poisson tensors, see [3, 4, 7, 10, 15, 23, 27, 28, 29] . We also introduce some notions and results of the theory of Lie algebroids including related Poisson structures on the dual bundle to the Lie algebroid. As reference to this material we recommend [4, 5, 14, 16, 19, 30] .
Section 3 contains main results of the paper. Using the concept of lifting multivectors from M to T M, see [12, 20, 21, 31] , we lift Poisson vector fields from M to Poisson vector fields on T M considered as a dual bundle to the algebroid T * M. The complete and vertical lifts of Poisson vector fields will be the building blocks for generating new Poisson structures on T M. These structures are compatible with the original algebroid structure and can be considered as infinitesimal deformations. Some of these structures belong to deformation of cohomology of Lie algebroid (the fiber-wise linear Poisson cohomology), see also [6] . The next part of the paper is devoted to the examples of main theorems.
Preliminaries and notations
We give here a short review of some basic notions and facts in Poisson geometry which will be used in the main part of the paper.
Let (M, π) be N-dimensional Poisson manifold, where π ∈ Γ ∞ 2 T M is a Poisson tensor. The Poisson bracket on M is given by {f, g} = π(df, dg) and it is a skew-symmetric bilinear mapping satisfying the Jacobi identity and the Leibniz rule. In a system of local coordinates x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) on M it can be written in the form {f, g}(x) = N i,j=1
where π ij (x) = −π ji (x) = {x i , x j }. We denote by X (M) the space of smooth vector fields on a manifold M. The Leibniz identity means that the map f −→ {f, h} is a derivation for all h ∈ C ∞ (M). Thus, there is a unique vector field on M called the Hamiltonian vector field of h, such that
for which the Hamiltonian vector field X h vanishes identically are called Casimir functions.
Generally a vector field X ∈ X (M) on a Poisson manifold M such that
is called a Poisson vector field. It can be viewed as an infinitesimal automorphism of the Poisson structure. The Lie derivative of the bi-vector π along X is given by the formula
or equivalently in the terms of the Poisson bracket
where f, g ∈ C ∞ (M). Then the condition on the vector field X to be Poisson is
In local coordinates when
It can be seen that Hamiltonian vector fields are always Poisson as the equation (5) reduces to the Jacobi identity. Thus it is a property of the Poisson tensor that Lie derivative of π with respect to X h vanishes L X h π = 0. The Hamiltonian vector fields are a Lie algebra ideal in the Lie algebra of Poisson vector fields. Next, we denote by X k (M) = Γ ∞ Λ k T M the space of k-vector fields on M. In addition, we recall the definition of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket, see [22, 26] , which is a bilinear map
[X,
where [X, Y ] is the commutator bracket of vector fields,
The Schouten bracket satisfies the graded Jacobi identity
graded Lie algebra. We say that two Poisson tensors π 1 and π 2 are compatible if the linear combination π 1 + λπ 2 , λ ∈ R, is again a Poisson structure. It is equivalent to the vanishing of Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [π 1 , π 2 ] = 0. In particular [π, π] = 0 is the Jacobi identity. The manifold M equipped with two compatible Poisson structures π 1 , π 2 is called a bi-Hamiltonian manifold, see [2, 11, 17] .
The concept of a Poisson cohomology was first introduced by Lichnerowicz [15] . For a Poisson tensor π the R-linear map δ π :
is a coboundary, i.e. δ π • δ π = 0. This is the consequence of the property
This mapping generates the Lichnerowicz complex of multivector fields
The cohomology of this complex (X * (M), δ π ) is called Poisson cohomology. For symplectic manifolds, the Poisson cohomology is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology. In the special case when we have linear Poisson structures the Poisson cohomology is related to Lie algebra cohomology (ChevalleyEilenberg cohomology). The Poisson cohomology groups are denoted by
In particular, the zero Poisson cohomology group H , where Y ∈ X (M). As reference to this material, we recommend [1, 6, 10, 13] .
The Poisson cohomology is a useful tool in Poisson geometry, it plays an important role in deformation theory and gives some information about the geometry of the manifold. If we consider a formal one-parameter deformation of a Poisson structure π given by
where X ∈ X 2 (M), λ ∈ R, then the condition for π λ to be a Poisson tensor gives
satisfies the Jacobi identity up to terms of order λ 2 . So π + λX 2 is called an infinitesimal deformation of Poisson tensor π. Thus H 
This notion was introduced by Pradines [24] , see also [16, 19] . It is wellknown that a Poisson structure on M induces the algebroid structure on the cotangent bundle A = T * (M) of M by the property
for f, g ∈ C ∞ (M), see [18] .
There is a natural correspondence between Lie algebroids A and Poisson structures which are linear on the fibers on the total space of the dual bundle
then the Poisson bracket on A * = T M is given by the properties
for functions f, g ∈ C ∞ (M) on the base and fiber-wise linear functions
, where l df is given by pairing
We denote by y i = l dx i . This type of Poisson tensors is called a fiber-wise linear Poisson structure, see [10] . The Poisson tensor can be rewritten in the form
or presented graphically
where
is a system of local coordinates on T M. Some of the properties of this Poisson structure are well known, see [8, 12] . If c 1 , . . . , c r are Casimir functions for the Poisson structure π, then the functions
are Casimir functions for the Poisson tensor π T M . Subsequently if the func-
are in involution with respect to the Poisson tensor π, then the functions
are in involution with respect to the Poisson tensor π T M given by (25) . Cranic and Moerdijk [6] introduced the deformation cohomology for Lie algebroids. In the next section we show how to lift the Poisson cohomology on M to a fiber-wise linear Poisson cohomology on A * = T M.
Lift of Poisson vector fields and some infinitesimal deformations of Poisson tensors
In the beginning we recall the known facts about lift of multivector fields from manifold M to T M, see [12, 20, 31] . Given a k-vector field in local coordinates
we have the following complete lift to X k (T M)
The vertical lift of X from M to T M we denote by X V and it is defined by
For X ∈ X k (M) and Y ∈ X l (M) we obtain the following commutator rela-
Using the above formulas we lift Poisson vector fields on M to Poisson vector fields on T M.
are Poisson vector fields on the Poisson manifold (T M, π T M ).
Proof. To check this, it is enough to check that it holds on local system of coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x N , y 1 , . . . , y N ). By direct calculation we obtain
Performing the similar calculation for
We see that these are also Poisson vector fields on (T M, π T M ).
Above, the first vector field, given by (34), is a fiber-wise linear vector field and the second, given by (35), is a fiber-wise constant vertical vector field.
Theorem 2. If X C , X V are complete and vertical lifts of vector field X ∈ X (M), then the bi-vector
is a Poisson tensor on T M.
Proof. It is easy to see, from definition, that (42) is antisymmetric. If so, it is enough to check if the Jacobi identity holds. Direct calculation, using properties of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket given by (7) yields
In a local system of coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x N , y 1 , . . . , y N ) the matrix of the Poisson tensor has the form
. Note also that if X is a Poisson vector field on a Poisson manifold (M, π), then the Lie derivative of the Casimir function c i is again a Casimir function, i.e.
In the case when we get zero, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let X be a vector field on M and let f be smooth function on M. If X(f ) = 0 then for complete and vertical lifts of vector field X we have
Proof. In the beginning we assume that for a initial vector field
Next, a direct verification shows that
Note that from the above theorem follows that if X(f ) = 0 then f is a Casimir function for a Poisson tensor π X C ,X V . 
Proof. From (7) we know that
Above we use that π T M and X C ∧ X V are Poisson tensors and X C , X V are Poisson vector fields on (T M, π T M ).
This is a consequence of the facts that both bi-vector fields are Poisson tensors and π
This type of Poisson structures has already appeared in our article [9] , where we described in detail the algebroid structure associated with it. The next statement describes the case that Casimir functions for a certain class of tensors do not change. 
are the Casimir functions for the Poisson tensor π T M,X C ,X V ,c .
Proof. This is the consequence of Theorem 3 and formula (45).
In the next step, we will consider a situation a little more general. We will assume that we have two non-proportional Poisson vector fields X, Y ∈ X (M) on a Poisson manifold (M, π) expressed in local coordinates as
M). Then we obtain four Poisson vector fields on a Poisson manifold (T M, π T M )
In this case, we can build three different types of bi-vector fields. A detailed analysis of these cases will be presented in the following statements.
Theorem 6. If X V and Y V are given by (57) then
Proof. A direct calculation gives us
from (7) and (33).
This is a consequence of simple observation that any structure of bi-vector field with a matrix form
), is a Poisson tensor on T M. Moreover, the Poisson tensor (58) is compatible with the Poisson tensor π T M . 
Proof. The statement follows from the facts that π T M , π X V ,Y V are the Poisson tensors and the bi-vector field (58) belongs to the second Poisson cohomology
The local expression of (61) is given by
where v ⊤ = (v 1 , . . . , v N ) and w ⊤ = (w 1 , . . . , w N ). Additionally if X ∧ Y is also a Poisson tensor on M then this is the lift of bi-Hamiltonian structure (M, π, X ∧ Y ) to T M, see [8] . This is the case if the following condition is satisfied
From the equality for Lichnerowicz-
is a homomorphism of Poisson cohomology space, see [20] . Theorem 8.
1. Let X i ∈ X (M) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and let X i,V be the vertical lifts of the vector fields X i on T M. Then
is the Poisson tensor on T M.
Let (M, π) be a Poisson manifold and let
Proof. Proof is obtained by direct calculation.
Remark:
The above procedure can be repeated many times. 
are Poisson tensors on T M.
Proof. After direct calculation of the Jacobi identity using the SchoutenNijenhuis bracket we obtain
Similarly for the second construction 
are the Poisson tensors on T M.
Proof. By calculation of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket we obtain
because X C and Y V are Poisson vector fields for π T M . The proof for the second bi-vector is completely analogous.
In the local coordinates expressions of the Poisson structures introduced in Theorem 10 are the following
Theorem 11. Let c 1 , . . . , c r be Casimir functions for the Poisson structure
are the Casimir functions for the Poisson tensors
In addition, c i • q M is always a Casimir function for the Poisson tensor
Those procedures can be repeated many times, with certain assumptions, which gives the following theorems. Theorem 12. Let X i ∈ X (M) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and let X i,C , X i,V be the complete and vertical lifts of the vectors X i on T M.
Proof. Our proof starts with observation that
Applying this equality for all above bi-vector field cases, we get our conclusions.
The above theorem gives the restrictive conditions for these structures to be bi-Hamiltonian. Moreover we have the following corollary. 
Examples
Let us take R 3 with local coordinates x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and let us consider the linear Poisson structure given by the Poisson tensor
which equivalently can be written in the following form
Linear Poisson structure given above is related to the Lie algebra A 3,1 . The commutation rule for this Lie algebra is [e 2 , e 3 ] = e 1 and it has only one invariant which is e 1 , see [25] . In this case the Casimir function for π assumes following form
It is easy to see that a Poisson vector field in this case is given by
where 
where (x, y) = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ). The Casimir functions for this structure are given by c 1 (x, y) = x 1 , c 2 (x, y) = y 1 . We can also see that this is a LiePoisson structure associated with Lie algebra A 6,4 , for which commutation rules are [e 1 , e 2 ] = e 5 , [e 1 , e 3 ] = e 4 , [e 2 , e 4 ] = e 6 and (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) → (e 6 , −e 4 , e 3 , e 5 , e 1 , e 2 ), see [8, 25] . Now we present the list of some infinitesimal deformations of the Poisson tensor π T M given in (85) through the choice of different Poisson vector fields.
Let us now take as a Poisson vector field
and put λc(x) = 1. Then the complete and vertical lifts are given by
The Poisson tensor described by Theorem 4, which in local coordinates can be written as in the (54), is given by
for λ = 1. By direct calculation and changing the variables we can prove that this is a tensor for the Lie-Poisson structure associated with the Lie algebra A 6,6 from the classification given in [25] . 
and c 2 (x, y) = l dx 1 = y 1 from Theorem 5.
Let us now take Poisson vector fields
Then their vertical lifts are of the form
and bi-vector can be expressed as
Then by taking as above λc(x) = 1 and considering Poisson tensor π we get, from Theorem 7, that π T M + X V ∧ Y V is a Poisson tensor and it is given by following matrix 
By direct calculation and changing the variables we can prove that this is a tensor for a Lie-Poisson structure related to direct sum A 5,1 ⊕ e 6 . Commutation rules for Lie algebra A 5,1 are [e 3 , e 5 ] = e 1 and [e 4 , e 5 ] = e 2 where (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) → (e 1 , e 5 , e 2 , e 6 , −e 4 , −e 3 ). Moreover the Casimir functions for structure π T M,X 1,T M ,Y 2,T M ,c are c 1 (x) = x 1 , c 2 (x) = x 3 and c 3 (x, y) = x 1 y 2 − x 3 y 3 .
Let us take now four Poisson vector fields
Then from (57) we can lift them to Poisson vector fields on T R 3 and get 
